Responses of mitral cells represent the results of the first stage of odor processing in the olfactory bulb. Most of our knowledge about mitral cell activity has been obtained from recordings in anesthetized animals. We compared odor-elicited changes in firing rate of mitral cells in awake behaving mice and in anesthetized mice. We show that odor-elicited changes in mitral cell firing rate were larger and more frequently observed in the anesthetized than in the awake condition. Only 27% of mitral cells that showed a response to odors in the anesthetized state were also odor responsive in the awake state. The amplitude of their response in the awake state was smaller, and some of the responses changed sign compared with their responses in the anesthetized state. The odor representation in the olfactory bulb is therefore sparser in awake behaving mice than in anesthetized preparations. A qualitative explanation of the mechanism responsible for this phenomenon is proposed.
Introduction
A rose, by any other name, is represented by a spatiotemporal pattern of activity in the olfactory bulb and cortex (Lledo et al., 2005) . The critical features of the rose odor representation are at present unknown. Information about volatile chemicals that comprise the odor of a rose is transferred from the olfactory receptors in the sensory epithelium to the next stage of processing: the olfactory bulb. Most of our knowledge about how the olfactory bulb works has been obtained from anesthetized preparations. Little is known about the properties of mitral cells, the first recipients of signals from receptors, in awake behaving animals. Some initial studies provided evidence that mitral cell behavior is different in the awake animal from what was expected based on studies of anesthetized preparations (Pager, 1983 (Pager, , 1985 Bhalla and Bower, 1997; Kay and Laurent, 1999) .
Most of our present knowledge of odor representations in the olfactory bulb is based on mapping studies of glomerular activation patterns using a variety of techniques (Xu et al., 2000 (Xu et al., , 2003 Belluscio and Katz, 2001; Wachowiak and Cohen, 2001; Kauer, 2002; Bozza et al., 2004; Igarashi and Mori, 2005; Johnson et al., 2005; Salcedo et al., 2005) . The link between glomerular activation patterns and responses of mitral cells has been studied in anesthetized preparations (Kashiwadani et al., 1999; Luo and Katz, 2001 ). This link clearly depends on behavioral state and should be established in the awake behaving animal (Kay and Laurent, 1999) .
Mitral cell responses in awake behaving animals have been studied previously (Moulton, 1963; Pager, 1983 Pager, , 1985 Bhalla and Bower, 1997; Kay and Laurent, 1999) , as reviewed by Rinberg and Gelperin (2006) . Several studies have shown how cellular and network responses of the olfactory bulb are affected by the nature and depth of anesthesia in acute preparations (Adrian, 1950; Nicoll, 1972; Stewart and Scott, 1976; Scott and Stewart, 1979; Fontanini and Bower, 2005) . The main conclusion from these studies is that in the awake animal, spontaneous activity (Chaput and Holley, 1979) and odor responses are different from responses in anesthetized preparations and that mitral cell odor responsiveness is modulated by behavior (Kay and Laurent, 1999) .
In addition, studies in several sensory processing and motor control pathways related to modalities other than olfactory have highlighted striking differences between cellular responses in the awake and anesthetized states (Schmidt and Konishi, 1998; Pack et al., 2001; Margrie et al., 2002; Movshon et al., 2003) .
We recorded extracellularly the activity of single mitral cells or small ensembles of cells in the mouse olfactory bulb in both awake and anesthetized states and demonstrated striking differences between mitral cell responses recorded in these two states. These recordings were possible because of a novel microdrive implant technology (Fee and Leonardo, 2001) , which allowed us to track activity of the same cell during its transition from the awake state to the anesthetized state and back. We show that spontaneous activity strongly increases in the transition from anesthetized to awake states. At the same time, cells that responded to odorants in the anesthetized state lost their odor sensitivity in the awake state. In several cases, odor responses in the awake state were weaker or of different sign compared with responses of the same cell in the anesthetized state. We focus only on firing rate responses, leaving other modes of olfactory information transfer for future studies. Our results suggest that the firing rate-based representation of odors in the olfactory bulb is sparser when the animal is in the awake state compared with the anesthetized state.
Materials and Methods
A total of six male C57BL/6 mice were used in this study. Subjects were 6 -8 weeks old at the beginning of behavioral training and were maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 8:00 P.M.) in isolated cages in a temperature-and humidity-controlled animal facility. All behavioral training was conducted between 8:00 A.M. and 8:00 P.M. Mice had ad libitum access to food but were on a water restriction schedule designed to keep them at 80 -85% of their baseline body weight. All animal care and experimental procedures were in strict accordance with a protocol approved by the Monell Chemical Senses Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Extracellular signals from mitral cells in the mouse olfactory bulb were recorded in both awake behaving and anesthetized states. Waterdeprived mice were trained to poke their nose into an odor delivery port, wait until an odorant was delivered, and respond according to the training paradigm. The odor exposure time was controlled by the mouse for two behavioral paradigms and controlled by the experimenter for the third (BUZ) paradigm, as described below. Odor exposure time varied between 250 and 500 ms. During one behavioral session, a mouse made from 100 to 500 trials and was exposed to a set of from two to eight different odorants. Immediately after some of the behavioral sessions, the mouse was anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (10/1 mg/ml, 0.01 ml/g, i.p.) and gently placed into the same odor delivery apparatus with its nose in the odor port. We then compared responses of the same mitral cell with the same odorants recorded in the anesthetized state as recorded previously in the awake state.
All experiments were done in a modified Knosys (Lutz, FL) olfactometer (Bodyak and Slotnick, 1999) . The combined odor-water port was replaced by an odor port and two separate water ports located to the right and left of the odor port, each water port at a distance of 35 mm from the center of the odor port. Photo emitters and detectors were installed in each port to monitor nose pokes into the port.
Behavioral paradigms and odor delivery. Mice were trained using one of three behavioral training paradigms. In each paradigm, the mouse initiated the trial by poking its nose into the odor port. The interruption of the photobeam in the odor port triggered a sequence of events. First, one of the eight pairs of odor valves was opened, and the final valve diverted the air flow away from the odor port. The air flow through the selected odorant vial was diluted 10 times by the main airflow stream and homogenized in the mixer chamber located just before the final valve. Some time later (randomly selected value between 0.5 and 1.5 s), the final valve released and the prepared mixture of air and odorant was delivered to the odor port. The mouse sniffed the odorant and responded according to its previously learned association. In the "go-no-go" paradigm (GNG), the mouse was trained to run to a water port for the Sϩ stimulus and get a water reward (3 l) or to withdraw from the port for the SϪ stimulus and wait until the next trial could be initiated after a fixed intertrial interval, 3 s (two mice were trained in this paradigm). In the two-alternativechoice paradigm (2AC), the mouse learned to go only to the left or to the right water port in response to a given odorant (1 mouse).
To study olfactory responses of mitral cells in the absence of a learned association with the odorant, we developed a third behavioral paradigm (BUZ), in which the mouse needed to keep its nose in the odor port and be exposed to an odorant until an audio signal (buzz) sounded. If the mouse withdrew its nose from the port before the buzz, no water was available. If its nose was withdrawn after the buzz, the water reward was available independently of what odorant was presented or whether an odorant was presented. The BUZ paradigm allowed us to measure bulbar responses to novel odorants with no associative component. Three mice were trained in this paradigm.
The average time the mouse kept its nose in the port and was exposed to odorant in the GNG paradigm for Sϩ trials was 440 ms and for SϪ trials was 570 ms. In the 2AC paradigm, average odorant exposure time was ϳ300 ms. In the BUZ paradigm, the odorant exposure time was controlled by the experimenter. The buzz latency time was usually 500 ms after odorant onset, and the mouse withdrew its nose from the port ϳ100 ms after the beginning of the buzz, for a total odorant exposure time of 600 ms.
To make odorant delivery as similar as possible in the anesthetized and awake states, the same sequence of events was repeated for the anesthetized mouse, but odorant delivery was triggered not by the mouse nose poke, but by the experimenter. The only substantial difference was that in the awake state the mouse withdrew its nose from the odor port and abruptly stopped odorant exposure, whereas in the anesthetized state it took a few seconds to wash out the odorant from the port by the flow of clean air.
We used multiple odorants (see Figs. 1-8 and supplemental material, available at www.jneurosci.org) obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The odorants were stored in liquid phase (undiluted or diluted 1:10 in mineral oil) in dark vials. The odorant concentration delivered to the animal was one-tenth of the saturated vapor pressure attributable to air dilution. In several experiments, we used mixtures. The components were mixed in liquid phase in equal volume parts. (The full list of odorants and mixture components we used is in Table S1 , available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material.)
Electrophysiology. After ϳ2 weeks of training, each animal was implanted with a motorized microdrive system that carried 3-9 sharp tungsten electrodes (3 M⍀ at 1 kHz impedance; Microprobes, Gaithersburg, MD). The motorized microdrive device was similar to that described by Fee and Leonardo (2001) . The position of each of the three shuttles was controlled remotely and independently. Each shuttle carried from one to three electrodes. The implantation was done under isoflurane gas anesthesia. The microdrive was installed so that electrodes were directed into the olfactory bulb at a 45°angle in the sagittal plane. The main mass of the microdrive was carried by the posterior part of the skull. Mice could walk normally carrying a 3 g device shortly after recovery from anesthesia. The reference electrode was implanted through an additional small hole in a more posterior region of the skull. The common ground electrode was attached to one of the anchor screws. Five to seven days after implantation, electrodes were slowly moved into the olfactory bulb until action potentials from mitral cells were recorded. Approximate positions of the electrode tips are in the ventral anterior part of the bulb ϳ1 mm from the midline. A schematic view of the microdrive and electrode positions is shown in Figure 1 
F.
After 5 d of recovery from surgery and 2 d of restricted water access, the mouse with implanted electrodes was put into the behavioral arena and connected to the microdrive motor controller and preamplifiers via a flexible cable. The behavioral events (photobeam status and valve signals) together with amplified electrophysiological signals were digitized (20 kHz sampling rate) using a data acquisition system (Nicolet Odyssey; LDS Test and Measurement, Middleton, WI) and analyzed off-line.
Cell search. The search for mitral cells was done in the awake state in a behaving freely moving mouse by moving the electrodes in the olfactory bulb with remotely controlled micromotors. The identity of mitral/ tufted cells was established by the following criteria. (1) Approximate stereotaxic coordinates of the ventral mitral cell layer (Paxinos and Franklin, 2003) . The microdrive positioning system allowed rough monitoring of the absolute electrode displacement (ϳ100 m accuracy) and fine control of sequential positions along a continuous electrode track (ϳ1 m accuracy). (2) The signal from the mitral cell layer was localized in a narrow band of 100 -120 m along the electrode movement axis (Pager, 1978; Kay and Laurent, 1999) . This indicated the layered structure of the cells from which we were recording. (3) Mitral/tufted cells are larger than other cells in the bulb (Benson et al., 1984) ; thus, they produce larger and more stable spikes recorded by the extracellular electrodes (Buonviso et al., 2003) . Occasionally, we transiently detected small spikes in the region corresponding to the granule cell layer. (4) The cells we analyzed had robust odor responses and typical mitral cell spontaneous activity patterns synchronized to respiration in the anesthetized state (Macrides and Chorover, 1972; Onoda and Mori, 1980; Chaput, 1986; Sobel and Tank, 1993; Buonviso et al., 2003) (Fig. 2 A2,B2 ).
Electrodes were moved multiple times (10 -20) forward and backward, up to 2 mm deep along the electrode path and back almost to the surface. The fact that we were able to find cells during each penetration, except during the few last runs, indicated that there was little damage to the mitral cell layer in the recording region. Some damage of the granule layer was unavoidable; however, we did not see degradation or substantial changes of the mitral cell responses in each sequential penetration.
Spike identification and single-unit validation. The raw data were filtered off-line with a Butterworth six-pole filter, bandpass: 300 Hz to 3 kHz ( Fig. 1 B) . For a given epoch of recording, the distribution of the negative peaks was measured ( Fig. 1 A) . The position of a minimum in the peak amplitude distribution was set as a threshold for spike registration. Every negative peak below this threshold was considered a spike. The average spike shape with SD margins for a typical recording epoch is shown in Figure 1C . Note that the SD at the peak of the spike is comparable with that of the prespike baseline. This means that the relatively wide distribution of the spike peaks was mainly caused by recording noise, not to spike variability. That was the first evidence for single-unit recording.
The spike detection criteria did not set any limitation on how close the spikes could be in time, as sometimes occurs for template matching methods; therefore, we were able to use the interspike interval distribution as an independent condition for single-unit validation ( Fig. 1 D, E) . The intersection of the linear fit of the rising slope of the interspike interval distribution with the x-axis was taken as an estimate of the refractory period (3.5 ms). The presence of a refractory period was indicative of a single-unit recording. Less than 1% of interspike intervals fall into the range below the refractory period. Violation of the refractory interval by 1% of the events was caused by recording artifacts that were hard to avoid in behavioral recordings. In several cases, we observed such artifacts explicitly as large fluctuations in voltage with multiple closely spaced peaks producing interpeak intervals Ͻ3.5 ms.
Those recordings that had a minimum in the amplitude peak distribution were classified as single-unit recordings. For all of them, the violation of interspike refractory period was less then 1.5%. A total of 11 sessions had well defined single-unit signals. Nine of 11 sessions had odor responses in the anesthetized state.
In cases in which the single-unit recording criteria were not satisfied, we treated the data as multiunit recordings. The threshold for spike detection was set at a level 5 times higher than the rms noise level in the recording. Such a stringent spike detection criterion often detected only part of the activity of the unit, i.e., only a portion of the spikes produced by one cell was detected. Although comparison of spontaneous firing rate in anesthetized and awake states was not meaningful in such sessions, the disappearance of odor responses during the transition from anesthetized to awake state could be established. We had eight sessions in which odor responses in the anesthetized state were observed in multiunit recordings.
Did we record from the same cell in the awake and anesthetized state? To answer this question for single-unit recordings, we tracked spike shape during the transition from the awake to anesthetized state and back (Fig.  3) . Examples of raw data taken just before anesthesia (top row) and at various times after injection of anesthetic are shown in Figure 3B . The average firing rate went from 30 Hz to a few hertz during the first 5-6 min after anesthetic injection. The firing became bursty and synchronized with breathing, as observed visually. The shape of the negative peak distribution (Fig. 3A) remains the same as in the awake state. It had a bimodal shape, with the smaller peak corresponding to action potentials. However, the number of spikes per recording epoch decreased as the animal went deeper into the anesthetized state; the noise decreased, and the locations of the maximum and local minimum of the negative peak distribution slightly shifted toward lower amplitudes. The spike detection paradigm was the same as for the data before anesthesia. The average spike shape is shown in Figure 3C (red line). For comparison, we also show the spike shape for the same unit in the awake state (thin black line) with the SD margins (gray area). The spike shape slowly changed after injection of anesthetics. The average firing rate quickly decreased and then slowly increased. The average spike shape became slightly smaller and wider. However, the changes were slow, with no noticeable abrupt changes. The overall picture was consistent with the interpretation that we were recording from the same unit both in awake and anesthetized states.
Analysis of odor responses. For 26 cells, we compared responses to multiple odorants (from two to eight for one cell) in awake and anesthetized states. (For the full list of odorants, see Table S1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material.)
In the anesthetized state, we measured the distribution of firing rates in 0.5 s bins without odorant presentation and compared it with odorant-elicited firing rates measured in the interval from 0.5 to 1 s after odorant onset. We consider the cell responding to odorant if an ANOVA test gave p Ͻ 0.05 for the hypothesis that the distributions of spike counts in 0.5 s intervals during odorant presentation over several trials had the same mean value as the mean spontaneous firing. The odorant response in the awake state was weaker than in the anesthetized state. To test whether a cell had a response to an odorant in the awake state we compared multiple trials for two or more odorants, one of which did not produce a response in the anesthetized state, and compared the spike counts for the last 300 ms before mouse nose withdrawal from the odor port. We considered a cell responsive to an odorant if an ANOVA test gave p Ͻ 0.05 for the hypothesis that the distributions of spike counts for responses to the odorants had the same mean value.
We synchronized all recording trials by the moment of nose withdrawal from the odor port for averaging mitral cell responses across trials. The release of the final valve and subsequent odorant delivery occurred at a random time after a mouse poked its nose into the odor port, and thus at a random phase of the mouse breathing cycle. This is why odorant delivery to the odor port did not lead to immediate access of odorant molecules to the olfactory epithelium. As shown by Uchida and Mainen (2003) , rats withdrew their noses from the odor port at the same phase of the breathing/sniffing cycle. We assumed that physiological and information processing states of the mouse at the moment of nose withdrawal from the odor port were more similar than at the moment of odorant delivery triggered by an external valve.
For single-unit recordings, we made a direct comparison of odorant responses in awake and anesthetized states. In multiunit recordings, we assumed that we recorded partial signals from one or a few cells. If an ensemble of cells responded to an odorant in the anesthetized state, that meant that at least one cell in the ensemble was odorant sensitive. The absence of an odorant response in the awake state meant that none of the recorded cells from the ensemble was responsive to the odorant. If the response to an odorant was observed in both awake and anesthetized states, we could not exclude the possibility that two different cells responded to the same odorant in two states. However, the chances of such an event were relatively low, because the probability of response to an odorant in the awake state was low. Also, in single-unit recordings, we have not observed a cell that did not respond to an odorant in anesthetized state but did respond to the odorant in the awake state.
Results
In 26 sessions we recorded extracellular signals from presumptive mitral/tufted cells in both awake and anesthetized states. Eleven of 26 were classified as single-unit recordings. Typical raw traces for single-unit recordings in awake and anesthetized states are shown in Figure 2 . Each panel presents two traces for awake (Fig.  2 A1,B1 ) and anesthetized (A2,B2) states showing responses to one of two odorants: citral (CIT) ( A) or amyl acetate (AA) ( B). In the awake state the average mitral cell prestimulus firing rate for this cell was ϳ30 Hz, whereas in the anesthetized state the baseline firing rate was ϳ9 Hz. There was no clear response to either odorant in the awake state, whereas we observed a strong response to AA in the anesthetized state (Fig. 2 B2) .
For the same cell, firing rates averaged over multiple trials for awake and anesthetized states are shown in Figure 4 A. In the awake state, each odorant was presented 113 times, whereas in the anesthetized state each odorant was presented 11 times.
We find consistently that the spontaneous intertrial firing rate in the awake state is higher than that recorded in the anesthetized state. The summary for 11 single-unit recordings in which we were able to compare spontaneous firing rates in the awake and anesthetized states is presented in Figure 5A . Spontaneous firing rate in the awake state is plotted versus spontaneous firing rate in the anesthetized state. All of the points lie above the diagonal line (Fig. 5A, dashed line) .
In the awake state, in 10 of 26 recordings we observed modulation of the average firing rate by behavior. The increase of firing Figure 3 . Tracking of peak amplitude distribution and spike shape in the transition from the awake to anesthetized state and back. Each raw data trace corresponds to a certain time relative to anesthetic injection. The first raw data trace is taken in the awake state, before injection. A, Negative peak distribution. The red area is the distribution of peaks corresponding to detected spikes. It is the area below spike detection threshold defined as a local minimum in peak amplitude distribution. The data shown in the amplitude histograms were collected in a 20 s window bracketing the time shown in the raw data traces. The peak counts are not normalized; thus, the differences in red peak size correspond to differences in actual firing rate at a given time interval. B, Example of 1 s of raw data. The dashed red line is the threshold for spike detection. C, Thick red line is the averaged spike shape in the 20 s window. A thin black line with gray margins is the average spike shape in the awake state. Margins are 1 SD. rate occurred before odorant presentation during nose poke into the odor port (Fig. 4 A, B) . A similar phenomenon was also reported in previous work by Kay and Laurent (1999) . Modulations in firing rate before odorant sampling were observed for GNG and 2AC behavioral paradigms but not for the BUZ paradigm.
Because of odorant-independent behavioral modulations of the firing rate in the awake state, we chose to measure the relative odorant responses for two odorants. For a single odor we could not unambiguously classify the odorant response, independent of the behavioral modulatory response, as excitatory or inhibitory. Thus, in Figure 4 A during odorant presentation in the awake state, the firing rate decreased from the level immediately before odor onset in response to both AA and CIT, but for AA (red trace) the decrease was larger than that for CIT. One could assume no odorant response and only behavioral modulation to AA and a weak excitatory response to CIT. Conversely, one could assume an inhibitory response to AA and no response to CIT. To resolve this ambiguity, we define a "null" response in both states to be the response to an odorant or a set of odorants that in the anesthetized state produces no significant change in firing rate compared with the preodorant spontaneous activity. We measured responses to other odorants in the awake state relative to a null response. Thus, in Figure 4 A the responses to CIT (blue line) in both the anesthetized and awake states are considered null responses. Responses to AA relative to the null responses are shown by green arrows. The arrows indicate the extent of the differences between the null response, i.e., the firing rate during CIT presentation, and the response to AA. Note that the response to AA relative to the null response was strongly excitatory in the anesthetized state and modestly inhibitory in the awake state.
Similar inhibitory responses in the awake state were observed in 3 of 26 cell-odorant pairs. Four cell-odorant pairs demonstrated excitatory responses in the awake state; two of them were recorded from single units. An example of a single-unit excitatory response in the awake state is shown in Figure 4 B. Most frequently we observed no response to an odorant in the awake state that elicited a strong excitatory response in the anesthetized state: this pattern was found for a total of 19 cell-odorant pairs, of which 7 were single-unit recordings. An example of no response in the awake state to an odorant producing a clear excitatory response in the anesthetized state is shown in Figure 4C .
We present responses of all cell-odorant pairs in Figure 5B as arrows in the coordinates of firing rate in the awake state versus firing rate in the anesthetized state. The arrows originate at null responses in both awake and anesthetized states for a given cell to a given odorant and end at responses of the same cell in both states to a different odorant. A total of 26 arrows is shown for 17 cells. The symbol at the origin of each arrow corresponds to the behavioral paradigm used during collection of the data. Filled symbols and solid lines correspond to single-unit recordings, whereas open symbols and dashed lines correspond to multiunit recordings. Green arrows correspond to significant excitatory odorant responses in the awake state, and red arrows correspond to significant inhibitory responses in the awake state. The significance of responses was established by statistical comparison of firing rate distributions for odorant responses and null responses. SEs of firing rate estimations in the awake state are shown by vertical bars near the origin and the end of each arrow. A summary for all recordings is presented in Table 1 .
All of the origins of the arrows lie above the diagonal, signifying that the firing rates for null responses in the awake state, which were close to the spontaneous firing rates, were always higher than firing rates for null responses in the anesthetized state. Most of the arrows are parallel or close to parallel to the horizontal axis, showing that odorant responses in the anesthetized state were larger than in the awake state. The histogram of the slopes of the arrows is presented in Figure 6 . The slope of the arrow is the ratio between odorant responses in the awake and anesthetized states. The range of observed ratios is from Ϫ0.5 to 0.3.
We also examined the time course of anesthetic action in five sessions using two mice. Typical data are presented in Figure  7 . Just after the injection of anesthetics in the first 10 -20 s, the spontaneous firing rate increased, presumably because of transient neural activation by the anesthetic injection or fast mouse movements, and then dropped to a very low level of a few hertz during 3-4 min. As the anesthetic wore off, the spontaneous firing rate slowly increased until it reached the typical awake level (Fig. 7, filled circles) . The amplitudes of odorant responses evolved in the opposite direction. We measured the odorant response after establishing a deep level of anesthesia. The average firing rate measured during the first 2 s after odorant onset slowly decreased while the anesthetic wore off (Fig. 7, open circles) . Fifty to sixty minutes after the injection of anesthetic, the animal started moving, at which point, based on a few measurements, we could not distinguish an odorant response from spontaneous firing. Although measurements of spontaneous firing rate just after the injection of anesthetics were done only in a few anesthesia sessions, the overall patterns and characteristic time scales of spontaneous firing rate and odor responses while the anesthesia wore off were the same in all experimental sessions.
Most of the data (20 of 26 sessions) were obtained when the mouse performed two or more odorant discrimination tasks (GNG or 2AC paradigms). Thus, the responses to an odorant might be modulated by an odorant association, such as water availability for the Sϩ odorant and no water available for the SϪ odorant (GNG) or the location of the water at the left or right ports (2AC). For example, in both cases shown in Figure 4 , A and B, odorants that produced a higher firing rate during odorant presentation corresponded to the Sϩ stimulus, i.e., odorants that were rewarded. The obvious question is whether the responses to an odorant in the awake state correspond to the odorant chemical composition or the odorant association, e.g., Sϩ or SϪ. To answer this question we developed a behavioral paradigm during which the mouse samples odorants without any association between the odorant and other cues or rewards (BUZ paradigm; see Materials and Methods). In one session using the BUZ paradigm, we observed both excitatory and inhibitory mitral cell responses to different odorants (Fig. 8) . This observation showed that both inhibitory and excitatory mitral cell responses could be obtained for odor stimuli without association with reward.
Discussion
In this study, we show that responses to odorants are weaker in awake behaving animals compared with anesthetized animals, although at the same time the spontaneous firing rate is higher in the awake state than in the anesthetized state. This observation includes both smaller amplitudes of firing rate modulation and an overall reduction in the number of cells displaying odorant sensitivity (sparsening) in the awake state. Of 17 cells that responded to 26 odorants in the anesthetized state, only 6 showed responses to 7 odorants in the awake state; 3 of these 7 changed the sign of their response between the anesthetized and awake states.
Experimental biases
We recorded from cells that have nonzero spontaneous activity in the awake state. Silent mitral/tufted cells may exist in the awake state. However, during odorant presentation, we never observed the appearance of new units in either the awake or anesthetized states.
We recorded from a small percentage of the ϳ50,000 mitral/ tufted cells in a mouse olfactory bulb and used a small set of odors. This set may not include the most effective stimuli that drive these cells. However, based on our analysis we do not make any conclusions about absolute odor sensitivity in awake and anesthetized states, but we present only comparative analyses for cells excited by odors in the anesthetized state.
We limited ourselves to the use of only the safest injectable anesthetics, ketamine/xylazine, to minimize risks to the health of the trained mouse with implanted electrodes. Other anesthetics may have different pharmacological effects. However, the overall picture of mitral cell responses in the anesthetized state in our studies is consistent with other studies that used different anes- The magnitudes of odor responses and spontaneous rates are shown as average values Ϯ SDs. The spontaneous rates are averaged over multiple mitral cells, whereas odor responses are averaged over multiple cell-odorant pairs. Magnitudes of odor responses are given relative to null responses. Figure 6 . Histograms of ratios between odorant responses in awake and anesthetized states (slopes of the arrows in Fig. 5B ). Green/red bars are the number of statistically significant odor responses ( p Ͻ 0.05) for excitatory/inhibitory responses, which correspond to green/red arrows in Figure 5B .
thetics: Nembutal (Wellis and Scott, 1990 ) and urethane (Sobel and Tank, 1993; Nagayama et al., 2004) . Most of the previous studies observed relatively low spontaneous firing rates of mitral/ tufted cells in the anesthetized state. Mitral cell activity in the anesthetized state has a pronounced periodic pattern that is synchronized with breathing (Sobel and Tank, 1993; Fontanini and Bower, 2005) . The same pattern is also seen in our data ( Fig.  2 A2,B2 ).
Possible neural mechanisms
Our observations raise the following question: how does the action of anesthetics cause two opposite effects, decrease of spontaneous firing rate and increase of odor responsiveness? We argue that the results presented here could be explained if two effects of anesthesia are assumed: (1) decrease in the odor-independent input current into mitral/tufted cells and (2) overall decrease in the recurrent inhibition.
A decrease of input current could be attributable to the block of NMDA receptors that mediate transmission from receptor cells. However, this explanation appears unlikely, because reduction of NMDA transmission in urethane-anesthetized rats by various NMDA receptor antagonists does not lead to noticeable changes in the mitral cell spontaneous firing rate (Wilson et al., 1996) . It is also true that anesthetics that have not been reported to block NMDA receptors, such as urethane, yield similar reductions in mitral cell spontaneous rate (Pager, 1983; Motokizawa, 1996; Kay and Laurent, 1999) . We argue therefore that modulatory centrifugal inputs that are sensitive to the animal's state of vigilance, such as serotonin-containing fibers from the dorsal raphe nucleus and cholinergic fibers from the basal forebrain (Shipley and Ennis, 1996; Haberly, 2004) , could modulate mitral cell spontaneous activity. Serotonergic inputs target the glomerular cell layer and exhibit effects on juxtaglomerular cells and directly on a subset of mitral cells (Hardy et al., 2005) . The cholinergic centrifugal projections to the bulb terminate primarily onto interneurons (Nickell and Shipley, 1988; Jourdan, 1993, 1994; Kasa et al., 1995) . Experiments in slice preparations have demonstrated a possible direct effect of acetylcholine (ACh) on mitral cells, suggesting an extrasynaptic diffusion of ACh (Castillo et al., 1999) . Interestingly, the spontaneous firing rate in these slice experiments has been found to be ϳ5.5 Hz, even when fast glutamatergic and GABA-mediated (GABAergic) conductances were blocked. Application of carbachol, a cholinergic receptor agonist, increased the spontaneous firing of mitral cells in slice preparations to an average of 28 Hz, which is similar to our measurements of spontaneous mitral cell activity in the awake state (Table 1) . Increased cholinergic inputs in the awake state could be provided by activity of cholinergic neurons of the basal forebrain (Manns et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2005) . These findings suggest that state-dependent cholinergic modulation of mitral cell spontaneous firing could account for the magnitude of the effect we observed, although other mechanisms are also possible.
The increase in the mitral cell odorant-evoked response in the anesthetized case could be attributable to a reduction in the strength of mitral recurrent inhibition. The latter may be caused by dendro-dendritic connections with granule cells or feedback from corticobulbar projections (Shipley and Ennis, 1996; Haberly, 2004) . Both possibilities are qualitatively consistent with the results presented here. Indeed, because mitral cells have excitatory projections onto granule cells and receive inhibitory inputs from granule cells, the recurrent feedback loop controlling the odor response has an overall inhibitory effect. Application of anesthetic may decrease the strength of recurrent inhibition in this inhibitory loop by either direct block of the NMDA receptors mediating synaptic transmission between mitral and granule cells (Wilson et al., 1996) or by state-dependent suppression of GABAergic conductances (Castillo et al., 1999) . Reduction of inhibition is expected to lead to a more vigorous odorant response in the anesthetized state. A more quantitative description of the reduction of odorant-evoked responses by changes in mitral cell inhibition is given in the supplemental material, available at www.jneurosci.org.
Implications for olfactory code
In this study, we show that the olfactory bulb generates stronger responses to odorants, both by number of responding mitral cells and amplitude of mitral firing rate changes, in the anesthetized state.
The reduction of the number of cells responsive to odorants in the awake state, compared with the anesthetized state, could be explained by an overall weakening of the odor response. The odor response in the awake state is weak, and averaging responses over more trials may result in a larger number of cell-odorant pairs, which have statistically significant odorant responses. The response may be weak but not sparse, meaning that the cells do not lose their odor sensitivity but rather their responses become very weak. However, there are two arguments for sparseness of the olfactory code in the awake state. First, a weak response may be considered to be no response, because in the behavioral situation an animal needs to make a decision based on only a few trials of odorant presentation, the animal cannot use averaging across multiple trials to improve signal-to-noise ratio and extract weak signals. The second argument is based on the shape of the histogram of all observed ratios between odor responses in awake and anesthetized states (Fig. 6) . Although the statistical significance of the odorant responses at both edges of the histogram (green and red areas) may change with increasing the number of trials, the overall shape does not depend on the number of trials to a first approximation. The peak at zero indicates that most of the cells not only have a relatively low odorant response in the awake state but favor zero response. For these cells, the odorant response is weak; thus, the code becomes sparse.
The reduction in the number of mitral cells responding to odorants and weakening of odorant sensitivity make an olfactory firing rate code less reliable in the awake state. Our data suggest that the signal-to-noise ratio becomes weaker, and the amount of odorant information transmitted by the odorant-sensitive cells becomes lower in the awake state. It is usually assumed that a neural code is optimized for representing information about the stimulus in the most efficient manner (Barlow, 1961) . That mitral cells seemingly display a more reliable odor response in the anesthetized animal suggests that factors other than representation efficiency determine mitral cell responses in the awake state.
One of the hypotheses discussed in the literature (Lennie, 2003; Olshausen and Field, 2004) is that sparse codes minimize metabolic costs. This explanation does not appear satisfactory here, because the spontaneous rate is actually higher in awake animals. Brody and Hopfield (2003) proposed that olfactory information is carried by the relative spike timing of mitral cells. The increased spontaneous rate in the awake state should facilitate this method of information transmission. In the relative timing framework, the modulations of firing rate by behavior and olfactory stimuli observed here are secondary to the precise action potential timing. This possibility is difficult to rule out, because the specific group of cells synchronizing their responses to a given odorant is almost impossible to find in a limited set of recordings.
Another possibility is that mitral cell activity multiplexes odor responses with behavioral variables. In many of our behavioral sessions, we observed robust modulations of mitral cell firing by anticipation of stimulus delivery (Fig. 4) . The anticipatory response is usually excitatory and may send an important signal, which facilitates odorant recognition. Increased baseline firing may render both inhibitory and excitatory responses possible. Because of a considerable reduction in the number of responsive cells in the awake state, our results suggest that mitral cells represent information in a substantially different way from the ORNs. Multiplexed with behavioral modulations, mitral/tufted cell responses may convey odorant information that is relevant to the behavior associated with the odorant. This factor may differentiate activity in the bulb between awake and anesthetized cases.
In conclusion, we show that odor representations by mitral cells of the awake behaving mouse are sparser than representations observed in the anesthetized mouse. The number of cells responsive to odorants and the amplitude of odorant responses are decreased in the awake condition compared with the anesthetized state. We propose that a change in recurrent inhibition is responsible for this difference. We suggest that in the awake animal, the output of the olfactory bulb represents the integration of both odor stimuli and behavioral variables, relevant to odor expectation, discrimination, context, and predictive associations.
